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The Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory (LESL) of the Natiorl.aI 
<) Bureau of Standards (NBS) furnishes technical support to the National 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) program to 
strengthen law enforcement and criminal justice in the United States . 

. LESLjs func,tion is to conduct research that will assist law enforcement 
and criminal justice agencies in the selection and procurement of quality 
equipment 

LESL is (1) subjecting existing equipment to laboratory testing and 
evaluation and (2) conducting resear~h leading to the development of 
several series of documents, includfng national voluntary equipment 
standards, user guidelines, state-of-the-art surveys and other reports. 

This document is a law enforcement equipment guideline developed by 
LESL under the sponsorship of NILECJ. Additional gUidelines as well as 
other documents are being issued under the LE~L progr"m in the areas of 
protective equipment, cOrT,lmunications equipment, security systems, 
weapons,' emergency equipment, investigative ('aids, vehicles and clothing. 

Technical comments and suggestions concerning the subject matter of this 
report are 'invited from all interested parties. Comments should be 
addressed to the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory, National Bureau 
of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234. 

,) . 

Jacob J. Diarnond 
Chief, Law Enforcement 

Standards Laboratory 
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Radio communications are not private. Not only do 
criminals monitor law enforcement agency broadcasts' 
to give themselves an edge, but well-meaning citizens 
and special inteiest groups also listen in and often 
rush to the scene of a crime, accident, or civil 
disturbance where they disrupt police activities. To. 
maintain privacy, many agencies either use or are 
considering use of voice scramblers. A recent survey 
of 428 rEi~\resentative agencies [5] * disclosed that 40, 
approximately 9 percent, used scramblers and 225, 
approximately 53 percent, felt they needed them. 

This gUideline is intended to provide law enforcem.~nt 
agencies with guidance in the selectio~ and use of 
voice scramblers. The information in it comes from 
scrambler users, scrambler manufacturers, and scram
bler tests conducted by the National Bureau of 
Standards. 

Addition of voice privacy to a communications 
system is lIot simply a matter of purch~;sing some 
voice scramblers. An agency will also have to: 

• Identify its requirements~ 

• Determine what equipment is available':;; 
that can satisfy these requirements. 

• Obt({irl an~ evaluate proposals from 
(~ suitable suppliers. 

• Award the contract. 

• Evaluate the performapci~nnstalled 
scramblers and" r~(:;titY any' p[~blems 

, encountered. 

The first three steps ma{nave to be repeated several 
times before a contract can be':::ilw~rded. Initi.al 
decisions may bave to be modified a'na~:ci;fflPrQmi~es 
made in order to match agency needs and fUlld;.:oWitb 
the capabilities and cost of avail~ble scramblers' '''',~ , 

;; 

To assist in the solution of problems that may 
develop after installation, this guideline discusses 
some that have been encountered by current voice 
scrambler users and suggests ways to avoid them; 

*See Appendix A: References. All numbers in bral:kets' 
hereafter apply to these references.' 
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'gfivacy levels 
hi a survey, 2,098 muhi6ipa[ ponce chiefs ide.ntifieq 
the ~avesdroppinggroups that created most problems 
for them [17} as: " 

;.:~. 

c' • Juveniles who phone in reports of 
imaginary crisesin order 'to listen in on 
resulting frustrated comments of 
dispatchers and cruisers; 

• Burglars who utilize monitors to fo~~ 
low police movements ~nd he!pti1em 
take evasive' action before the police 
arrive. Booki.esahd·· narcotir-s movers 
are a!soeager(;la~esdroppers/ 

:.;;. ~ .. ".-".--. .! 

.I.: 
• SpeciaIihterest groups such as wrecker 

companies; ambulance services, and 
news media. Disruption of normal 

;. ~ 

police operations and procedures oft~,n . " 
results from intr;lrference by those with 
a profit motive,; 

;~ 

;/ 

• Jb.es..a'Ycrage citiz.~n who just erljoys 
~Iistening to' the police rad.io<'is no 
ptoblem unless'''"enthusiasm carries him 
to. the scene. Small town police, 
howevi:lr, often wish to avoid public 
knowledge of the' names and places of 
police activity because of gossip 

, . .pr,oblems. 

.J 

•. ? Civil disorder group~jwere mentioned 
I' least often by the chiefs. These eaves

droppers, however, have been among' 
thems,st numerous and larger cities 
invariably rated them as first or second 
in importance. ,It is safe to assume tnat' 
ilny,group -engaged in a civil disorder .. 
wUI seek detailedknQwledge of the 

. ".course of the-'tlisorder alJdthemovec 

merits. of police dealingwftl1 it. . 
" . "'-:;~~ ~~7' 

.. .'" 
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For juveniles aQd the general public, in most 
instances, a communication need be kept private for 
only a few minutes to obtain the desired results. 

c Action against criminal and civil disorder groups may 
demand thattactical information transmitted by two- . 
way; radio be kept confidential for several hours. This,~ 
is t~ue in situations wh~re long-range,plans must be: 
formulated via rai~jQ because key perso;,nel are force~ 
to re,rnain in 'the fieid to re~pond to rapidly changing 
situations. ,- , . -

The agency's jo,b, then; i;:'to evaluate the threat~t:' 
realistically as'~ossible to determine the level of 

; privacy needed. This evaluation may be difficult to 
'mc1ke, but it is quite important because, in general, 
privacy is expensive. High privacy .lev~ls require 
complex scrambling equipment. Law enforcement 
agencies should be careful not to buy more privacy 
than they need. 

per{ormance.: 
, , 

requirements 
Most law enforcement communications systems are 
not designed to accommodate scramblers. Conse
quently, the installation of scramblers is often a 
problem of retrofit. In addition, some communica-

·~ticjn.s systems do not meet minimum performance 
levels specified in National Institute of Law'Enforce
ment and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) standards [9 
through 13], and the addition of scramblers to such 
marginal systems. may cause sufficient degradation to 
render them 'useless. Some of the factors that 
influence scrambler performance are discussed in 
Appendix B. 

Communications equipment is ')sually specified and 
purchased on the basis of thc;, performance of the 
individual components. There is adequate engine;;ring 
basis for using this approach if auxiliary equipment 
sLich as scramblers are not involved. However, there 
are no standards available to aid the user in predict.ing 
the overall performance of a communications system 

';;.;;;,] '. that includes scramblers. Some of the problems 
_ '~;<\jnherent in the development of such standards are 

disi:;U~~~d in the literature I 14, 16]. The test program 
cc nduct~ch.~t the National Bureau of Standards 
revealed that.aHQ!lS~ one type of scrambler could note' 
be tested using tlit'sipgle frequency audio tones 
normally used to ineasu~e'th~.performance of com
munications tran~ceivers~ f,ven' fOi';,those scramblers 
for which the normal test sigJ1a:hic.anb~~'i..s~g, it is not 

,'. . .. , .~~:.~ 

.... :."':~. 
->~ 

~,~~ 6 
:'~\, 

"'-'\, 
'-~, 
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clear how the results of some tests should be 
interpreted. 

Specifying scrambler performance, then, is a difficult 
problem. One approach is to specrfy requirements 
suggested in the reference literature elr by a particular 
manufacturer. Although this appn?ach has been 
successful in some instances, there IS no guarantee 
that scramblers will perform sati!;factorily in a 
particular communications system eVen thoL!gh they 
meet specifications. An example of thi\5 can be seen in 
the experience cf the Dallas Polictl Department, 
discussed later in the "Systems Problc:'ims and Cost" 
section beginning on Page 17. . 

As, an alternative, the law enforcement agency can 
provide prospective suppliers with the measured. 
performance characteristics and a detailed description 
of its communications system. The scrambler perfor
mance requirement can then be stated as "the 
scramblers must perform satisfactorily when us~(.{in 
the communications system as described." Sugges
tions for determining s<\tisfactory per.formance are, 
discussed in the "Acceptance Tests" section ~n Page' 
23. 

Communications system para~eters that should he 
measured and techniques for' measuring them are 
giveni;n the NI LEC) standards mentioned earlier. The 
general description of the system should be as 
detailed' as possible. Important .items which should be 
included are: 

• Locations, of all telephone links and 
their frequency response charac
teristics. 

• 

• 

• 

Locations of base stafions and repeaters. 

. 
Identification of geographical areas of 
'weak signal or high noise leveL 

Identification of signals used for con
trol of repeaters, satellite receivers, or 
other' equipment. (Such signals can 
adversely Clffect scrambler operation, 
especially if the signal frequency falls .. 
within the' normal voic~ band of 
300-3,000 Hz.) 't 

Identificatioh of types and models of 
communications equipme~t in use .. , 

." 

.'j 



Requirements that apply only to the scrambler and 
do not affect the communications system can, of 
courSe, be specified. These requirements would 
include such items as the number of key settings, or 
code settings, required and the method of protecting 
the scram'blers from theft or tampering. Additional 
special requirements or desirablp. features are 
discussed below. 

tactical 
"-' ,. 

considerations 
In addition to performance requirements, prospective 

. _, sc:;rambler users need to consider a nUll1ber of other 
factorSl:hat 'cOL!ld influence their choice of equip
ment. 

One of these is how often scramblers should be used 
and by whom. This wi" depend to a large extent on 
the opponent and the reasons scramblers were 
considered necessary in the first place. The user group 
may vary from a sma" special group using them a 
fraction of the time to the entire force using them all 
of the time. Although limited use is the most 
common method of operation, the police department 
of Abilene, Texas, reports effective use of scramblers 
all of the time by the entire police force [15] 

Each method of operation has advantages and 
i~.;·;,:·"O'tlisadvantages. If scramblers are used'only part of the 

time and only in critical situations, the opponent has 
1 fewer opportunities to penetrate the system. The 
l casual eavesdropper, especia"y, may feel it is not 

worth the effort to decode only a few scrambled 
messages, even though they may be the ones of most 
interest t9 him. If this is the case, a relatively low
privacy scrambler can be used quite effectively. 
Limited Use of scr-amblers also minimizes public 
relations probl,eins which sometimes occur between 
the police department and the news media or the 
general public. Using scramblers all of the time also 

, could result in the loss of cooperation with other ,
agencie5 on the samechanhel. In addition, many 

;1 scrambler manufacturers do not offer a scrambler for 
pe rsonal/portable units, so that 100 percent 
scrambler operation may not be possible for systems 

il that include such units. 

8 
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There are also some disadvantages in the restricted 
use of scramblers. In a tense situation, officers may 
forget either to use .their scramblers or how to use 
them properly. The opponent also is alerted that 
something unusual is happening when messages are 
scrambled, even if he doesn't know exactly what. If 
scramblers are used infrequently, periodic testing 
must be performed to insure they will operate 
satisfactorily when needed. 

Some thought also should be given to maintenance 
and security considerations. This includes the ease 
with which defective scramblers can be replaced, as 
well as the effect a defective scrambler has on the 
transceiver, and vice versa. Points to consider are: 

• How complicated is it to connect the 
scrambler to the transceiver? 

• Can a defective transceiver be replaced 
without adjusting the scrambler or 
replacement transceiver? 

• Can a defective scrambler be replaced 
without adjusting the transceiver or 
replacement scrambler? 

• If the scrambler fails or is removed 
t{'inporarily, can the transceiver con
t~nue to be used? 

• Ho.w is the scrambler protected from 
theft or tampering? 

• Which keys or codes, if any, are set by 
the manufacturer, and which keys or 
codes, if any, can be set by the law 
enforcement agency? 

• Are the selected keys or codes used by 
any other law enforcement agency 
within 100 miles? 

_I) 



.0 suppOrt 
requirements 
Support is usually required in the areas of instal
lationJ maintenance, documentation, and training. 
This support may be provided by the I,awenforce
ment agency itself, the supplier, an independent 
organization, or some combination of the three . 

. If any of the support is to be proVided by the 
'/suPPlier, this should be discussed\vith him and 
§. specified in the final contract. If the supplier is not to 

install or maintain the equipment, provisions must be 
made to assure that whoever does receives adequate 
training and documentation such ,as manuals. What
ever is required from the supplier sl;-ould be clearly 
stated to avoid misunderstanding. 

"~-

.~:;. 
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special 
requirements 
Some scramblers come equil?ped with standard or 
optional special features worthy of consideration. 

One of these is "clear voice override." This featu re 
allows the scrambler to receive a clear or unscrambled 
transmission, even though the receiver is operating in 
the scrambled mode. However, the operator must 
have some means of determining when a received 
message was transmitted in the clear, so that he does 
not attempt to give a scrambled reply. 

Another feature permits an operator i;o select a 
limited number of codes from his console. This 
feature also may include·· a selective signaling 
capabil ity to enable different units to use different 
codes without interfering withone another. However, 
personnel using different codes on the same ch;mriel 
must be able to" determine when the channel is 
occupied by a transmission in order not to interrupt 
any transmission in progress. 

Some manufacturers also offer scramblers specifically 
designed for use with telephone systems, such as the 
equipment shown above and at the left. 
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(a) Original voice signal 

o 1000 2000 
Frequency, Hz 

(b) Scrambled signal 

o 1000 2000 
Frequency, Hz 

Scrambling by inversion. 

I Reference 
I frequency 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3000 

I Reference 
I frequency 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3000 
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Of the many techniqlJes available, today which effec- -
tively render speech unintelligible to unauthorized 
listeners only three are utilized in scramblers cur- • 
rently marketed for ,law enforcement use. These are 
inversion, bandsplitting, and masking, Various c.om
binations of the threcJtechniques are also used [7,16) . 

.II , 
Scramblers also cah be categorized as those having 
fixed codes and those using continually changing, 
codes. 

Fixed-code scramblers generate the scrambled vQice 
Ii signal in the same manner during each transmission. 
Thus, the opponent need only obtain a similar device 
to have an unscrambler., For this reason, fixed-code 
scramblers provide less privacy than scramblers- tha,t 
use continually changing codes. 

, , 

Scramblers that utiliz_e=contfntJally changingco~es do 
so in a manner orr-sequence determined by the "key" .. 
The key1s purpose is to force the oppclnent to use 
cryptanalysis, that is determine the keY,)n order to 
u,:3cramble the message. The mere possessio\1 df an 
unscrambler is of little value to him, providing the' 
number of keys available fOF changing codes is large. 
enough to prevent him fro~. finding th~correctkiw 
simply by trial and error. If the key is cnanged 
periodically, every day, for example/the o'dds against 
the opponent, finding the correct key are high, eyenif 
only a few thousand keys are available. Also,if the 
opponent does find the correct key, he must start 
over again each time the key is chang~d. 

" While a discussion of ,cryptanalysis is beyond the 
scope of this guide, one ~int is Yiorth mentioning. In " 
a cryptographic attack, the way th,~keystream is 
generated, that is how the key changes the code, may 
be more important than the total number of keys 
available. 

. '. Inversion 
An inverter is a device that converts e~ch frequerlty 
component in a voice signal to a different frequency_ 
The new frequency if the difference between the 
original frequency and an inversion, or ref¢rence, ,'Y 

frequency. For example, if the inversionfrequencyiS';'-; 
3,000 Hzja frequency component of 500Hz wOL!ld ' 
he converted to 2;500 Hz (3,000 minLls '5qO). This is 

, illustrated in the figure, to the,leftfor frequencies in 
the nominal 300 Hz to 3,000 Hz speech band: 

--~~,verters ushi~ a singieinv~si()n freque~cy ar~call~~ 
fixco-c-?ae inverters." Maskffig;Which will be eli SCLl5sed . 
later, is 'sOfu!.tt~ ,addeCf to the inverted speech.: 

1 3 . .... .' .... '~''''''~".~:~ 
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Some inverters are1designed so that the inversion 
freqIJency is contin\~ally changed according to some 
predetermined code:~ These are known as frequency
hopping inverters.~Masking also is. sometimes used 
with frequency-hopping invert~rs. 

'. 

fiited-code inverterS 
Simple inverters probably offer the least . privacy of 
the voice scramblers being marketed for law enforce
ment use. It has ,~een reported that some people 
,=lctually have learned to understand. speech in its 
inverted form [2]. Inverted speech also can be' 
unscrambled by'relatively inexpensive equipment. In 
ilddition, if used on single-sideband channels, inverted 
!lpeech can be unscrambled simply by detuning the 

"receiver to receive the other sideband. Simple in
verters are available that change their code, or 

.' inversion frequency, with a switch or plug-in module. 
The opponent must then readjust his equipment to 
unscramble messages. ".' 

The fixed-code inverter provides privacy against only 
the casual eavesdropper. A sufficiently motivated 
opponent easily can obtain the equipment necessary 
to unscramble inverted speech. However, fixed-code 
inverters provide adequate privacy if the opponent is 
unwilling to go to the trouble and expense of 
obtaining an unscrambler or does not realize an 
unscrambler is relatively easy to obtain. Using the 
scramblers only in critical situations also may help 
increase privacy. The eavesdropper is still able to 
monitor most transmissions but is prevented from 
eavesdropping on only a few occasions. 

Fixed-code inverters have Several advantages over 
. other types of scramblers. They are relativeIY',inex
pensive, costing approximately $200 to $700 depend
ing on the type of unit and the options desired. They 
also generally are less susceptible than other scram
blers to channel irregularities and usually perform 
satisfactorily in a complex communications system. 
Intelligibility of the unscrambled message normally is 
quite good, even over a poor channel. In addition, 
fixed-code inverters usually are fairly simpl~ to install 
and maintain, require no synthronization, and c~ be 
quite rei table. 

freoq~ency-~()pping 
inverters 

,-. ,'- ' , 

If the key stream' for changing the code is properly 
" generated, the frequency-hopping inverter can be 

highly resistant to. cryptographic attack. However, it 
.. ' has. been reported that it .maY not be as resistant to 

. ·· .. '~c;PtQgraPhiC attacks. Techniques Si~iI~~,_,.~~~.~. 

. ~. 

(a)' Origin~1 voice signal 

Frequency, Hz, 

(b) Scrambled signal 

Frequency, Hz . " 
n " ' 

Scrambling by bandsplitting. 

14 ',. 



(a) Original voice signal 

Frequency, Hz 

(b) Scrambled signal 

o 1000 2000 3000 

Scrambling by bandsplitting combined with inversion. 

';,.\ ,{ I,' ~, 

those used to unscramblefixed-c6deinverters and'o 
bandsplitters may beeffectfve in unscrambBn~ -
frequency·hopping inverters [8]. ' 

Sirnple frequency-hopping inverters cosLfmm about 
$700 to $1,001). The~' requ ire synchronization to 

,assur9 that the scr.ilmblerandunscrambleraref(eyecf " . 
in phase, that iSj that the transmitter and receiver use. 
the same code ;:.t the same time . 

. band~plitting 
. -Baridsplitters divide the' t)-~pical speech frequency 

, bandint9.; several sub-bands arid then rearrange them. 
relative to eath·dther. This is illustrated 'on the left. ' 
Sometimes the bandsplittlng technique is combined' 
with"the inversion technique so that sub-bands are not /A 
not only rearranged but each sub-b~nd ,is inverte~,as~~ 
well. The otherfigure on the left shows how ;speech;is, ';; 
scrambled by bandsplitting, with some of the 'sub
bandsl nverted. 

!he fixed-code bandsplitter ~earranges}he),\Jj)-barids . 
10 the same order at all times. BandsplJtt~r~ that 
coritinually change the order in which sub-bands are 
arranged are calling rolling-code bandsplitters. . 
• " ,6, 

fixed-code bandsplitterS" 
Fixed-code bandsplittern:>Tfer slightly more privacy 
than inverters primarily because theoppcment needs, 
more equipment to unscramble the signal. The~ 

'. techniques required to adjust the equipment also are 
more complex. However, it has been reported that a 
fair amount of intelligence can be recovered by 
si mplylistenipg repeatedly to arecc>i'ding'Clt <the 
scrambled signal or by arranging only, one, or twoOf~"}: 
the bands bac~into their original positioii~ [6,8] . 

Bandsplitters cu'rrently offered for policecommunfca" 
tions contain four, five, Of siX sOb-bands. Priva¢y 
increases as the number of bands increases because . 
less intelligence isobtaiJ)ed from each sub-band that .. 
is returned to 'its original position~ Bandsplittingis 
sometimes combined -with inversion to rnaketh~ =,'" 

sc~am.bled signa!s evel1 mo~~"~ompl~x:"Unscrajn6nfg~ 
thiS_SI,~I1~I_ r~qUl:~S"SOrnewn,a.t ,mo, r~ tl,me,and;?eq,',U",I, ,1/',H.~, 

" rnent but no additional techmcal skills. . ,;, 
,- - '.' -" ", ,;_;"::.,' '0' 

Bandsplitti:lrs, then, can apparently prov~~~m~w~at 
,higher privacyt~al1 .inverter~ .. ~y~chr~9~tici'h'i~ ,~ot< 
required/and. bandsplitters norrhaIlXl'~:rrorm.$~isfa€;.-~. 
torily over,po()r ch"nnels. Banc!?J:5Utters;.areusuaIlY'. 
more expensive than invertersp:c.()stingfrom $650 to' 
$3,500. They are sornew,hat,mor.e susceptible "to .' 
channel irregularitie~ thah ioverters, and unscrambled .. 
voice quality is usuallyd~graded to some extent.~,'" 
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. . ... ' .':;/: .." . '. . ..... ..... " . '. /'::'//, . '/I<~/" 
rOlli~g~cOde·:ba~~~plitt~rS ..... . 
A!! ,in the 'case offfr~quencY~h()ppi_njjnverters; ,-~>.' . 

. roUing~co~ebaoClsplitte[s _maybe::su$d~ptlbhfto 1'I0n~ . .; 
cryptograptiicahack:~vel), though . they apparently 

<offe~ high resiStance tQ,cfyptanlllysis [4;,8J. / . 
. ~. . ~'. ." 

l/iflg~C'Od!;<'6irldsplitters aJ~(),~r~qJiire'~Yllchroniza
betWelln the~raml5let~nd unscramblerlPrices . 

nO_""'1<>' bandsplitters generally vary., from 
_ ... _ .... ···.,,~nt •. · .. _ more than $4,000, with one "priced at 

m.asking 
. Q 

. MaskiQg techniques superimpose' extraneous tones or 
noise, or both, on a speech signal in an attempt to . 
destroy the syllabic content of the speech. Masking 
by itself, which provide~very little privacy, is not 
used' in any of' the. scrambters marketed for law 
enforcement use. Combined with other techniques, 
however, it can provide anaddedmeasure of privacy. 
The techni.que for removing a tone, a combillation of 

. tones, or noise-likelTlitskihg from a signal is not
technically difficult, but it does require additionat'

. '. time and equipment: 

decrease 
reduces . the transmitter 

! ~ . 

--.,. .•. ~-:;-" 
,-::::~-. , .. ...::.":' . ..-:..::-.--.' -. -
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systems 
problems,and costs 
hi ~addition to the/cost of stram biers themselv(ls; 
many other factors contribute w'the total expense of 
adding a voice scrambling capability to a cornmunica
tions system. They L'1c1ude maintenance, personnel 
training,and possible communicati9!isystem modifi-

.. cations. " 

Very little,data is available concerning maintenance. 
In general, one would expect a complexJscramblefto 
require' more maintenance than a simpler type. 
Howeve.r,p(l~ause scramblers are a relatively recent 
a~itjo~ to 'police ~ommuniCations systems,. lTIa[m> 
tenance histories 'do not provide. enough. information' ,. 
onwbichto baseanygc'neral cOlJcllisl(jns. One poh,t 
that ,should be considered, ho\vever, is who \Viii'., 
perform the mairitenance:This should be settled wfth'" 
the manufacturer before the scramblers are (i~1 
purchased. 

Other cost factors worthy of cons.ideration inc!tide 
the training of maintenance personnel .and operators, 

,:,and possibly a public relations effo~t directed toward 
~:f - the general public, the " news / me~Wi, and those 

d!'lpartrnent personnel who may resi~t the introduc- < 

tion of new and unfamiliar equipment, 
.' . 
, .~ . . 

.... Moreover, it is' possiblethit in som'e cases signir~ant:,7~;' . .e;;; 
"communication5'sy~tem .modifications wili.be re-

quired. An exampi'eof this was;;'diSc!1.ssedbyCity of 
'~Dallas, Te;:<as,,6ffici~ls'duri!1g a conferenceon speech 

scramblers" ;h~ld a.t Jey,a(A&M Univer~iW~iil Jl(he' . 
1973 L3],' .•.. · •.. , . .<-"'1:' t' 

D~iias, feelirtg>inver~;~ did not provide sufflfil:lnt 
privacy;ptri~ha:sed' more 'sophisticated scram~bTers in 
~be'fallof 1970:'Hiese scramblers. dW~r(oi work; 
primarily due t~ph~ nature,oftheexisting;;fOrTlmuni~: .' 
cations~syst(lIT\'!iQUit~'extensive,it,consistsoffi,Ye . 
divisions arId u!\es 12 channels in a mobile-repei1;ter~ 
duplex method ':of operatjon~,Eachcomponent ~i the . 
sy~iem contributed. to ' . e problem;~~Sor:ne!added , 

.. ' - .-- ·itio.n"d(s1tffiorf:- .. ' 
affected frequency response; Telephone,lines, 

used to link,- various systemcomponents;'severely 
attenuafed'f,lghe( audio frequl;inciesahd often intro-

~.: ' 

, duc.~~hLi'nrandhoise into th~~ystem. r. 

_,,,,,,,,,,,+,.,,,,,,,,,7"" . ,</~ 
,~' 

,¢"" '17,f'''' 



, City engineers and the scrambler Supplier worked for 
several months to overc6methe problems. They made 
me~st.irements to, determine the extent of the sys
tem's distortion' and' narrowed frequency response. 
Thisled to drastic ir[lproveme~~hthrough' correction 
of tne frequency response chafacteristicsofsatellite 
receivers' and design of line equalizers,to compensate 
fordegrarled response atbot~high and low' frequen
cies. Insertioh of the equalii:ers not only improved 
frequency response, it also clecreased systelT! distor
tion. The end result wasa sLjbst.antial improvement in 
voice clarity and,-cventllalfy, the satisfactory opera
tibn of the scrambler-equipped system;, ., . 

------~~-~~~--~_:____:;_c_~~~/"7 ~-,-

.// 
"'':'4_~f ;;. 

(>-y . 

,- "ii would be'- fortunate' inoi'led ,if law enforcelll,Zht 
a.gencies had~a'vailable.,~' reasonably pric,:d s~~bler 
satisf~tory to all their needs and cOll1p~tfble' with 
their commU!ljc~tions systems. M91en,kefy, th~y)ViU 

"find a few scramblers which meet IjKis(oftheirmore 
importantrequirements, require ()Ji~rrlirior modiflca~ 
tions to Jheir comm'~nica#ofl,t'systerns, jlOd are at 
least·withir. range q(thi!ir))udgets. those manUfac;
tUrers whose scraniblers; appear" siJitable. can then be 
requested-to submit pi'bposals or cont(l~t~d~to begin' 
disCussions prior t9·requestingprp~osals.' " 
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conclusions 
Scramblers having fixed codes offer relatively little 
privacy, because an opponent with a similar device 
will be able to unscramble the messages. However, 
fixed-code scramblers are relatively unaffected by 
communications channel irregularities, have fairly· 
good unscrambled voice quality, can be quite reliable, 
are reiatively inexpensive, and require no synchro
nization. 

In principle, sc.ramblers using continually changing 
codes provide more privacy than scramblers having 
fixed codes: However, they generally are sensitive to 
channel irregularities, and voice quality and inteifigi
bility usually suffer additional degradation. Although 
synchronization is established automatically when the 
transmitter is keyed, synchronization periods can 
vary from less than one·second to as much as four 
st::c(m.J~, depending on the scrambler. During the 
synchroniz<ltion period, voice transmissions cannot be 
made because they normally adversely affect ::.ynchro
nization. Synchronization may also be adversely 
affected by channel irregularities ..... 

Some scramblers offered to police agencies combine 
two or ail three of the basic scrambling techniques. 
They also may utilize separate key stream generators 
tv control the codes for each technique. Information 
on the relative privacy of these complex scramblers is 
practically nonexistent. Judging from the complexity 
of the signals generated by tb~$e scramblers, privacy 
should be provided from all but the extremely 
sophisticated opponent. Prices vary, depenrdingon the 
number and kind of scrambling techniql/les used, the 
manner in which the key or keys are generated, rile 
number of key settings available, and the special 
features included. 
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Purchasing scramblers presents different problems 
than purchasing other communications equipm~'ht.", 
Generally accepted standards exist for transmitters, "";~ 
receivers, and antennas. The standards define the 
parameters to be measured, the techniques for mea
sluing the parameters, and minimum equipment 
performance requirements. Relationships between 
such parameters and intelligibility are well estab-

.Iished, but no reliable relationships have been estab
lished in the case of scramblers. Consequently, actual 
intelligibility tests must be made with the scramblers 
installed in a given' comml!nications system under 
normal conditions. 

Writing a set of specifications and putting them but 
for bid is, therefore, not yet appropriate for scram
blers. One alternative is to negotiate with suitable 
suppliers before writing a firm contract This' 
approach has been used successfully for other types 
of equipment, such as computer systems, where 
definite specifications could not easily be identified. 
Instead of listing specific requirements to be me't, 
general objectives are outlined, special requirements 
are identified, ahd any other relevant facts are given. 
This general outline of requirements is then sent to 
prospective suppliers who are requested to SUbmit 
proposals identifying the requirements: they can 
satisfy,' the requirements they can partially satisfy 
and how. well Jhey can satisfy them, and the 
requirements jhey'Cannot satisfy. The proposals are 
then evaluated in terms of those needs that can be 
satisfied and' how important they'are. The suppliers 
that most nearly meet the requirements are then 
contacted,: and negotiations begin. The process of (J 

negotiation and evaluation of proposals continues 
until a suitable'scrambler can be selected or a decision 
made that no scrambler is SUitable. 

request 
for proposals 
Any request for proposal should describe the agencY'S"
requirements and the communications system within 
which the scramblers must operate. 



The system should be described as outlined earlier in 
. "Performance Requirements" under "Identifying 
Needs." In addition, the system's parameters should 
be measured as described in the NILECJ standards for 
communications equipment [9 through '13,1. Certain 
parameters have been. identified by users and manu
facturers as being especially critical to scrambl~r 
performance. These are system audiofrequency 
response, 51 NAD ratio, and phase distortion. A 
discussion of how t:ach of these critical parameters 
affects scrambler operation and performance is given 
in Appendix B. 

proposal evaluation 
When their initial proposals are su bmitted by prospec
tive suppliers, it is unlikely that anyone of them will 
satisfy all the listed requirements. The proposals must 
be carefully evaluated and a judgment made as to 
which suppliers seem most likely to be able to satisfy 
the more important needs. 

Negotiations should be started with those suppliers. 
Representatives of the law enforcement agency 
should meet with each supplier, explain what needs 
were not adequately satisfied by his proposal, and ask 
him to submit a revised proposal. Some compromises 
will probably have to be made. Less important 
requirements or desirable features may have to be 
sacrificed in order to satisfy more important needs 
and still remain within the budget. This process 
should eventually result in the elimination of all 
suppliers except one. 

In assessing the aoility of a supplier to satisfy 
scrambler requirements, the company itself should be 
evaluated as carefully as its proposals. It is important 
diat the company be willing and able to stand behind 
its product. Important factors to be considered are: 

• Reputation as a scrambler supplier. 

• Attitu de of representatives and their 
willingness to cooperate. 

• Financial and technical resources. 

• History and financial growth. I 

• Background of top management and 
key technical personnel. 

!I 
" 
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acceptance t~sts 
The final contract should contain a detailed descrip
tion of how acceptance tests will be conducted and 
what level of performance is required. 

Objective intelligibility tests should be included, 
preferably conducted in the actual environment in 
which the scramblers will be used. The tests should be 
conducted by speakers and listeners who routinely 
use the communications system, utilizing text mate
rial familiar to them. This should provide a. fairly 
realistic measure of intelligibility. Descriptions of 
other types o( tests and comparisons between them 
are in the literature [1,16,18]. However, intel
ligibility test scores can vary widely according to their 
individual text material and procedures, and it is 
difficult to compare results when the same pro
cedures and text material are not used. Moreover, if 
two types of scramblers are being compared, tests 
utilizing phonetically balanced word lists [1] prob
ably provide a better comparison than other tests 
because they are sensitive to small differences in 
intelligibility. 

Test scores usingtne scram biers should be compared 
with test scores obtained when the communications 
system is used without the scramblers. A sufficient 
number of listeners and speakers must take part so 
that individual differences will be averaged out. At 
least four speakers and four listeners, used in all 16 
possible combinations, are required to achieve reason
ably repeatable resu Its. For tests with famil iar text 
material, the average of the test scores using Sl;ram
biers should not be more than 10 percent lower than 
the average of the test scores using the communica
tions system without scramblers. 

If different types of communications equipment are 
used in the system, test the scramblers with each 
type. Interfacing problems may differ for equipment 
manufactured by different companies and even for 
different models manufactured by the same 
company. 

Don't test the scramblers with the best equipment in 
service if they must work with poorer tran~Ceivers. 

Conduct the tests in locations where communication 
is marginal, such as areas where fading occurs, signals 
are weak, or noise is high. Also, try to use all 
components of the system, such as repeaters, tele
phone links, and satellite receivers. 

c 
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Some thought m}Jst be given to personnel problems 
that may arise. If these problems are considered early 
in the planning stage, steps can be taken to minimize 
them and to smooth the transition to scramh!er use. 

Operator training may be necessary even for simple 
scramblers. If the scrambler is fairly complex, or has 
several operational features, more extensive training 
probably will be required. Some operators may resist 
the use of scramblers simply because they are 
unfamiliar. Voice quality is usually degraded to some 
degree. In fact, as a general rule, the more sophisti
cated the scrambler, the more the voice quality is 
degraded. This can be irritating to a user, especially if 
he is not prepared for it. Better microphone proce
dures and more careful diction are necessary for 
optimum intelligibility. An operator who becomes 
excited or begins to shout may not be understood. 
Also, for those scramblers that require synchroniza
tion, a time lapse is required to permit the scramblers 
to synchronize properly after keying the transmitter. 
If this is not done, part of the transmission could be 
lost or the units may not synchronize at all. Synchro
nization time varies from less than one second to as 
much as four seconds [8}, depending on the type of 
scrambler used. 

Procedures for protecting both scramblers and codes 
should be weI! defined. Opponents may decide it is 
easier to try to obtain a scrambler and its code rather 
than to crack scrambled messages. As few persons as 
possible should have access to scramblers or codes, 
and security responsibil ities should be clearly defined 
and understood. 

In order to maintain good relations with the general 
public and members of the news media who monitor 
police r;ommunications, a public relations effort may 
be desirable well in advance of the operational use of 
scramblers. This can be an important factor in 
avoiding public relations problems. 

The scrambler control unit should be convenient and 
e~.sy to use, and the power consumed by the 
scrambler should not be excessive. 

Police departme'nts which record messages on tape 
should preferably record descrambled messages. Pri
marily because of variations in tape playing speeds, 
messages taped in scrambled form may not be easily 
unscrambled later. 

Since scramblers must operate in the same environ
ment as radio transceivers, they must meetthesame 
temperature, humidity, shock, and vibration require
ments [9 through 13}. Protection against dust also is 
important, especially for those scramblers that' have 
switches for changing codes. 
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In general, the procurement and installation of 
scramblers poses different problems that the procure
ment and installation of other types of communica
tions equipment Due to absence of adequate perfor
mance standards for scramblers, procurement 
procedures and acceptance testing do not follow 
normal procedures. The suggestions given in this 
guideline provide law enforcement agencies with one 
possible approach in the absence of standards. 
Summarizing: 

• Identify agency needs and assign rela
tive importance values to each need. 

• Identify possible ::'Jpplier5 of scram
blers that can satisfy at least most of 
the important requirements, 

• Generate a "request for proposal" to 
be sent to possible. suppliers. The 
request for proposal should: include 
agency needs and a description of the 
communications system. 

• Evaluate proposals received from sup
pliers by assessing how well each can 
satisfy agency requirements. 

• Renegotiate proposals with suppliers 
who are judged capable of meeting 
important needs. 

• Repeat the above steps, making appro
priate adjustments and compromises 
until one supplier has been selected to 
provide the scramblers. 

• Write a contract which specifically 
identifies areas of responsibility for 
the vendor and the agency and in
cludes details of the acceptance 
testing. 

• Arrange for any necessary training and 
desired pUblic relations efforts. 

• . Have the scramblers installed and 
operating· satisfactorily before final 
acceptance. 

Many of the important decisions must be based on 
incomplete information.fhe assessment of the threat 
and the eva!uation of proposals usually are best 
guesses. It is hoped that this guidelinewiJi be·ofvalue 
to law enforcement. agencies until suitable standards 
can be developed and promulgated. 
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appendixB: 
_ factors-which may affect 
s~rambler performance 

-''/ , 

/Sorne degradation of system pelformance nearly always occurs when scramblers are installed. IliltelHgH:>ility and voice 
t'" -- quality are affected to some degree and some loss of range can be expected. This appendix discusses some of the technical 

problems that may be encountered in integrating scramblers into a communications system. - -

Because speech i~ so redundant and the human ear is such an excellent deC()de-r, most voice communications systems can 
transfer a considerable amount of information under very poor conditiQhS~ With the acldition of scramblers to a system, 

- (.. 

however, this no longer holds true. Any scrambler will degrade t.he' system to some extent. Generally speaking, the more 
complex the scrambling technique, the more the system.w111 be degraded. This is especially true in communi~.~!i$l!ls 
sYstems which are in themselves complex. The addi~~on of repeaters, satellite receivers, telephone lines, and otherliriks in 

,- the communications chain all tend to interferc.-with thea!1!Jrrl.lLrp operation: of voice scrarnblers~Pr~s~nt-cl~¥tr~~.e1=S 
utilize many schemes to make voice transmission more 'efficient and increase intelligibility and quality. UnfortunatelY,' 
however, schemes such as pre-emphasis, de-emphasis, and limiting introduce a certain amount of distortion, which may be 
acceptable for normal operation but may seriously degrade scrambler performance. Scramblers. that utilize n;lasking 
techniques seem to be especIally affected by nonlinear distortion. ,J 

System audio bandwidth is another significant factor in scrambler operation. If the bandwidth is too' narrow,.some of the _ 
scrambled signal may be lost, and, since voice frequencies are usually rearranged in the scrambled signa!, those fre4ue'n~l~f'~'=7 
lost maybe the ones which provide the most intelllgence. ~. - .0 

/ A poor SINAD ratio in the system may result in poor intelligibility, a decrease in the effective range, and a tendency 
towards desYnchronization. 

The synchronization required for scramblers using continuously changing codes can be adverselyilffectedby",se~eral =~,= 
conditions!Jncluding fading and multipath, as well as poor system SINAD ratio. An abrupt change in the length of the 
transmission path can also cause loss of synchronization. This loss could occur, for example, wilen a patrol car moves from 
the capture area of one voting receiver to that of another. 

A communications system may incorporate several links, which usually introduce distortion, phase delays, and noise: For~,= . 
example,' in addition to the normal propagation of the signal through the atmosphere, the signal may pass)tnro(.gJl a 
satellite receiver, a repeater, a telephone link, or several combinations of these. The poor frequency respons~/6f telephone _ 
lines may adversely affect a scrambled signal, and the lines may need to be equalized. Voting receiveJs/mayiritfoduce, 
abrupt phase changes because of variations in the signal path length via telephone lines. Many repeaters are cOhtr'-Jlled by" 
signals in the audiofrequency range. These control signals may seriously affect the scrambled signar, and converselY, the -
scrambler may affect the control signal. 

Electromagnetic interference (EM I) may also cause problems in scramblers. Interference; either radiated or conducted, 
may be generated externally or within the syst~,m. If EMI is a problem, shielding of the scrambler may be necessary to 
avoid radiated interference; or filters may be' required in power supply cables and other;cables to prevent conducted_ 
interference. ", 

.. ///. 
Any high-level ambient audio noise (such as a teletype unit in operation) wilf/be scrambled 'along with the 
transmission and may produce an unintel!igble signal at the receiver. 

Other sources of noise or distortion which may become more notlc~able when ~cramblers are used include dirty ~witches 
and fuses, poor grounding contacts, power supply ripple, ignition noise, and alternator whine, . . 
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appendix.~ 
" f'·,· 

scrambler test program'~~-", 
. cautions on the use of test resll~:='·'-~~'~·'7"~'·;·::i:~ 

The"results O} the tests described in this appendix must beinterpretedwitil care.·~effitionships betWE}en'f~o@:t6rY r~s~lt~' '. 
,and actual performance of scramblers in the field' have not been established: In addition". since liJrrifud

L

tests .were·'~ 
c()nducted on only three scramblers,the I,~sultsdo not necessarily applyto,.s-trarn!?lendn,ge'neral.Becausethe'tests were l\".~ .. "'" ..•. 

preliminary and):he test methods have not been validated as standard methods, the~arrditY of some, of the testresults'is . "'--., • 

open to qllestio. n.' I.n. t.act, so. me. of the .. r.esultsraised more quest. iO. n.s}J1f.n theya. ns.w.ered. Th·.IS.W. ase.s.pe. c.,ia.~I~.V.' ....... tr .. u. e ..... 1i .. o. r ... th .. e .. ' ....... ::. 
tests to eSla'hlish intelligibility. as a function of SINAD ratio, ~sts .for susceptibility to. poor audi9freq 'en~~r~p}?Il~;",~, 
between receiver and unscrambler. ;md tests of scrambler suss;eptibility to ambient a!ldio noise. MUch war ... .;rhains to be') 
done to establish valid and ~~~'fli'r.gful measurement t~!<hirfques for evalu~~jni scr~mblers. The test results can beuseci;,~)", 
however, to indicate possl~):e:/sources of trouble when attempts are made t6'incQfpofatescfam~lers into a fomJ)'lunications/' 

~ syst~.nl. ,,":- >~:-r;!( 

, [-:r~iij7f .'. '. .... . , . 

.... "t~st,9bjectives .and description '. 
i' ·~·"Jt~· i'>~:' '0' . -._ ,_;~:', .... '. '.' . • . . " . . ...... ,... :' " ....•• '. . '.' A'~ 
The/lniliaV'objeciive of thetesri>rogram~atNBS was·to determine; whet!ler.tbe:parameJenfusually rrieasuredandtlJe<:"· :.:, 
tec~ruques normally' usee! to evaluatecommllnications transceivers- were applicable to scraq'lblers. rhreegif~er~mttype'for-,;=~ 

'~-- ..... ~m(jferswere selected for t~st . .scrambler A combined frequ.~ncy-hopprngin'{¢r~ion.wittl'toritrma'skingw,bn~Sdrambler 
~.rf"B c()mbined bandsplitting-wiffi}fr~qlfency"hopping invetSi~.~,_~cfam~l~f~u-se'ct~fiF§d~code i~J.erslrihJ~ch:nique.')· 

" . ' ." .--,-.'- -. . " .," " .--,,' ,- " '-." , 
_:" - I ~ :-' 

Most ~easur~ments performt;don con{mlini~ations transceivers require the use of asii1gle~freq~el'1c}ttone(us!li!t!Y'f,oooc::?~ 
.' Hz) as a testsignal. Sing!e-fret~uency tones Were found to be unsuitable for use as standarCftest sigrials for ~,[il~le(~~ =0" ''''1'':';.: 

. '.' '. . / . . '.- '. '. . . .... '. .;;:;'//.. .... ...>.> 
. Si[l~e standard transceiver rests could not be performed on all scramblers, ~he testscramblers'Ypr~rmstead, sublect~dto' .... '.~ 

",?<variousinfluences,and the,!':lff~cts on intelligibilitY"and synChronlza~.i~nJifaPpropriate)w~E~.~~Sefveci~' ' .. ' .,:/j~ 

. Intelligibility tests .were~~rforrned using . phonetically halal)c~a?~~;dHs~record~(j'ohfoig~etic tape •. E2ChrePbti~d~~"ui-;:·; 
was obtained by averagiris the scores, of;v groupQf ejgtwl1ieliers, each of Whom:.,wa's given two 50:Wordlists. In all;16~i'~-f1 
listeners participated,anj31 0 differeotS:O-wordl is.:sW~re us~d. '. ".,/,/,,,// , ' .. ' . ' .. ...... . ,>::"'.",;' ". <:/ 

... , .. '. . • .... (",:>,; .' ,;)," '.' ;0.' ,., '.' .,'< y.... ...... '. . ..... ' ·.':S::"/ ...... '., .. ,':'i 
~/' The laboratory test sy'temi~,Cldd~d. a Bas~ 'statioo, transceiver /~.n~~~m9bil~ transceiyer. The,ba~~1~!at!o9"tr~u;sceiverwas"1,.j 
~:':i shielded, to pre.ventit~r~Jation from affectingilie rest ()ttnetestsystem. InaddjtiOh,the tranSirtittihgsignaIJr()U) the "':,',( 
)f.", . ,base station transcejv,tf'had to be' attenuated to~leve"r'Jfat'~uld be accepted by'the mobile transeeiver, Ih,e trilnsmissiOi1'~r';~ 
'.""-::->.>':-,.' . "'- .. ",-::'/ ' ~-?-if.. -,: _ -.". '~"'_'/". -",p'. '-', " \ "',' .. _~ _.~. " \" -.~ _--;~ "_",'r,.',, ,,' :.. '," 

>i:"<?; p. ,a~h, :b~tw~en.Jb., .• ~m f.~n. s. iste. d Of.' f.ipr()X .. imateIVtw., ometer~ .Of cO<v,$i~al .1 i~e. ~ith. stepa~e,~:~a,to.r. s in th.eline to c;o .. lo~rol.the :/,'.'~f::' 
\';">; .sINAD"'ratJor~.As-,mrjhfied blocJ<,dfagramofthe test system IS shown," Flgvre,C-l •. ," '. ',,' ';;".: . 

~f~~i1) ••. ,x<:··'.,;~~Jf·. :C'.':·~~"\h_~~'__ " 





, '1/ 

The:t~~tvweremade with SINA[{ratios~i-21dB(agood cchannel) and 12d!3" (a POOf channel), Al~dB SINAD-ratio is;" ; 
t~~ minimum level <?f p~rformaliCtltequi~ed byN I LEC J stan~ards. The 5iNJ\D.ratjoSWere m(.lasurep"i:iefore. the. scr;mlblers 

,were added to the circuit. " ~ ~.,' /J/ 
" -"I'/<;~ 

.',.j~?:- - -, '<,..;'< ,< ' -~:' .--' -.:- . (", . 
,:; 

. ,.;in~elligibilityas iI,fqnction OfSIl~AI) ra~io 
'Th~ inteUigi?iIi~'\?f}h~ Systen1'With~ut scfa~blers\'{as me;sure~at each SINAD r~;io to. establish r~f~~encelev~ls;ih;"j'7;1 
results are given' Irf the table b~low, together with the resultsobtamed after each scrambler m turn wa~lptroduced mt(), the "';1 
syst~JJ1.Oifferences in individual scores val'jed as much as 461?,ercent foroa given test conditibn:.~~W,~~~r.!,the avef:agesof /rS:-< 

twogroups, consisting of eight individuals each, differed by only a few percent foreachte,stcQfiffifion. '::-

,"~ J 
1 

,~ - II' 
,;I 

Average Intelligibility Versus SINAD Ratio' 

System 
Without 

AI 
I 

~ ... :- " 

SINA'D 
",Ratio (dS) Scrambler A Scrambler B Scrambler C ,J 

" 9fr,1; ~~rf/"';~Y--~'l~ 
-' -~--; . I 

I 
27 98% 88% ' 

12 
'--______ -'-__ .-:;'~!--8. , _ ' ~1 ~ 

68%. 82% ,,_'''0('- •• ;",6?/YF'·~~~~f' }/ / 8~% ,,~d'~ 
. _~"':'._>---'. ,,-7/ ~...- , 

The addition of Scramblers A and C to the system operated at 12 dB SINAD ratio resu~e,rrn higher in!2!!igmfllty s~or~s. .' '~~ 
These results are surprising a\'1~ may have been ~aused bX so-call~<?l~~~enhancing 9-'"cuits i~C~1?9f-a'~n}~e scra!TIblers. .' ' 

·~However, t~i~~S nO!>~b~en dt;:hitel~~~stabIiShe~.. .~=-,,"~:e~~'- . ./~;fff~~~~~~"..' '~I 

::e~/;.;,":"~~$~eptibiiity t~interferingtone~~~J;:.x'~~~".,<~c.,..,".,. , .. ". ..' .... ••. '.' . ~':;~;I 
;, . Scramblers Band C were not a~'pr'eciably affected by th~ji'itfoduction of audio frequency tones untif1hel>oweflevel5._oL:"J 

~ , ,"~~-- ~-,' "-:~"--" ': ,':--.': " .---~ 

the tones equaled that of the voice power. As th~,tohe power level was increased above that ofthe average voice power, 'I 
intelligibility,seemed to be reduced~~,:"?~hat;6ut quantitative measurements" "!'erenot'rTlade. . ," "'J 

Synchronization of Scram biers Band C was n2t affected by the tones, b~tsynchroniZ'l1:Jon'of'Scra"ll~ierAwas;-affect,~'c:f;":'~;:;;i 
as shgwnin~igureC:2. The plotted squares indicate the p,ower of the test tone (relative to the average voice power) that""':\\,1 
cause(Hhe-scramblersJo lose synchronization. ,. . ~ :·1 

• susceptibility t~f~ing or si9nalI0ss~#,Eop",,""'J"7~'~~ 
Fading was~ilJ1ulatedqy increasingtl1e attenuation betwee~the trans~~!!~li;?>nd<tH~~~~ci~r, thus reducing the sig~alJevel: 
at the receiver. This also reduced the SI NAD r,atio. Xhe'iJi!~Uigl1Jilny-resuits were those reported above as the test for' .' 

, .. ~, 'intelligibility as a function of SINAD ratio. ,",~".c<":'s~;'c'-~' . ", 

'" .~ ., . " ..... . .•• ..-<';,,;:::,-0..,;.--::: ,!,:';,:r.!,;-::~:,-r"" . .. . . . ..." .,'0 "..~'" ".)' " 

Synchronizatrol),)Y.~~;m;j.t::;;iistuntil the signal was attenuated to a level too low to unsqu~l~h the.recelver (approximately3 i~ 
~" ' d~, .. ~l~f..-~faifo)':~ As tl'l~ csignal level, was increased, synchronization was r~6veregfThe ability of the scrambler~ to. ' .• 'fl: 
:};><-""~"'Fstahlish initial synchronization was nbtaffected by the SI NAD cratio fQ!"';raf1qs Qf'12 dB or more. The results were the,c",,0r~ 

same for all three sCl'aj1lblers~!/ ., ',' "0' "," "', . 
:: .' ',it d~t; 

$~p1ibilitYtolJOOr~l'8CIUenCrspoOse .... ·"~L{A 
.',', betWeen rec:,eivefand"unscrambler>' .' ~-~,?"., . ~ r"'-':;,?'-'~~'" .. 
::> '~~-;~':"""",i .. ~"" ."" ~'_,:- ,~ - ":"-,' _ ~>..;: -".:;., ". _.'. ,;~ '." " _' ,:- , .__ --,', -,_,_.-:=--:~~-~.::.o;::~:.".~~~ ,'/ . ,:~,:-~"' 
'J~:?'Thl;'l poor~requency response"of SOme)rans'!ljs~~!l~!!DJi~J~1I,fhi~:t$"1tlene.!ine3)~Wa:rsi",f{jT~t~~bY inserting a bandpass ',' 
?"" 'filter between thefecei,'!~L~!lc:L!he-tihS'cra-ffib!er:: The rbH:9ffcliara~teristic of the filte!:-was-·lZa\3 per octave,and the filter ' 
~5';_ ... =_",,-~""--"":--i'::r~~:~"~"'- . .,. · ... o~< "\: ./,-"" 

"",;.' 
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Figure c· 2. Effects of te.~! .!pne~on...{wnchH:lni:!aticn,~fe5C:fa!nble[;.~]-;he ~rdinate:JWr~the. 
,~.c,~ )~ -relatfvepQwer .of the test tane require-a ta caustf'Wnthranizatian 16ss. The zera . 

. d.ecibellevel is the average vaiefp~\VeJ;.;required ta pradi.J~e;fuaxili1um deviation of. 
the transmitted signal.' 

:::..: ~ ,;.~ 
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was adjusted so that the signal levels at 300 and 3,000 Hz were 12 dB below the signal level at 1,000 Hz. Noeffecton 
intelligibility or synchronization was observed for any of the scramblers. The results were somewhat unexpected because 
several users and manufacturers had suggested that poor frequency response could be a problem. However, the test 
simulated the effect of only one such transmission link, whereas two, three, or more links in series are not uncommon in 
complex systems. 

susceptibility to ignition noise 
Ignition noise was introduced into the system to simulate noise radiat€~d (as opposed to noise conducted) from a vehicle. 
The noise level corresponded to that produced by a field strength of 30 J.L V /m/kHz being received by an antenna with a 
relative gain of one. This is the maximum field strength that can be expected to be radiated by an unsuppressed vehicle at a 
distance of 15 meters (approximately 50 feet). No effect on intelligibility or synchronization was observed in any of the 
5Cramblers. 

susceptibility to ambient audio noise 
As an elementary test of the effects of audio noise, broadband audio noise (so-called "white" noise) was introduced at the 
input to the transmitter scrambler. With an initial 27 dB SINAD ratio, Scrambler A exhibited some decrease in 
intelligibility when the average noise power in the 300-3,000 Hz band reached a level 10 dB below the average voice 
power. With an initial 12 dB SINAD ratio, Scrambler A lost synchronization at a level 10 dB below the voice power. 
Scrambler B exhibited the same intelligibility characteristics but at an average noise power of 5 dB below average voice 
power for both a 27 dB SINAD ratio and a 12 dB SINAD ratio. The synchronization of Scrambler B was not affected. 
Scrambler C exhibited some degradation of intelligibility when the average noise power was equal to the average voice 
power. 

effects of supply voltage variations 
Power supply voltages were varied 20 percent above and below those specified as nominal by the scrambler manufacturer. 
No effect was observed on any of the sCl"amblers. ". 

effects of phase delay 
This test was designed to simulate a phase shift due to a sudden path length change, as when a continuous transmission is 
captured by a different voting receiver than the one that had captured it initially. A worst case (;ondition (180 degree 
phase shift) was simulated for this test. This was accomplished by inserting a phase-reversing transfornler between the 
scrambler and transceiver. The polarity of the transformer was then reversed by actuating a switch during a continuous 
transmission. With a SINAD ratio of 27 dB, Scrambler A lost synchronization for one or two seconds'. With a 12 dB~ 
SINAD ratio, Scrambler A lost synchronization and did not recover. Scramblers Band C were not affected by phase 
reversals for either SINAD ratio. 

effects of duration of continuous transmission 
Scrambler A exhibited quite variable responses to continuous transmission. With a 27 dBSINAD ratio, the periods of 
continu!.?us transmission for which synchronization was maintained varied from 1-1/2 to 22 minutes. With a 12 dB SINAD 
ratio, the periods varied from 27 seconds to 9-1/2 minutes. Scrambler B maintained synchronization for continuous 
periods of 22 minutes irrespectivp, of the S INAD ratio. Scrambler C did not require synchronization. 

" 

effects of length of time between transmissions 
No effects on any of the scramblers were observed as a result of time delays between transmission, for delays up to 15 
hours. All sc,ramblers established synchronization every time the transmitter was keyed on. Results were the same for the --' 
27 dB SINAD ratio and the 12 dB SINAD ratio. 
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